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ABS'rRACT 

UCRL-16098 

The method of using annihilation and creation operators in the theory 

of atomic spectroscopy is examined in detail. Several examples of the effect 

of configuration interaction on a confi_guration (n£)N of equivalent electrons 

are discussed. Illustrations are provided by dra~ing out the Feynman graphs 

and interpreting them through the topologically equivalent angular-momentu.rn 

graphs of Jucys. The tensorial character of the annH1ilation and creation 

operators is studied, and the connection bet~een their reduced matrix elements 

and fractional parentage coefficients is illustrated by several examples. The 

introduction of quasi-spin, together with operators of conjugation and comple-

mentarity, permits matrix elements of different configurations to be related. 

A formal simplification takes place ~hen triple tensors are used in the mani-

pulations. The annihilation and creation operators for a given n£, taken ~ith 

all their corrmmtators, are interpreted as the infinitesimal operators of the 

rotation group ,in 8£ + 5 dimensions. Representations are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical analyses of atomic spectra enjoy two advantages. The con-

tributions to the Hamiltonian are well defined, and the central-field approxi-

mation, on which the zero-order eigenfunctions are based, works extremely well. 

Such improvements as can be made to the theory are essentially improvements in 

technique; the basic framework of the theory remains today virtually the same 

as that described by Condon and Shortley j_n their classic work.
1 

This is not 

to say that the theory is insusceptible of significant development; indeed, 

2-4 ' the work of Racah has deeply influenced nuclear as well as atomic spectros-

copy. 

Conversely, progress in the treatment of the many-body problem in widely 

differing fields may be'relevant to the theory of atomic spectra. It is the 

purpose of this article to explore the ap}_)licability to atomic spectroscopy of 

the method of second quantization, an approach which has proved extremely 

5 6 fruitful in the study of superconductivity and nuclear pairing forces, to 

name but two apparently unrelated topics. Interest in applying this method to 

nuclear-shell theory has been maintained since its value was pointed out by 

7 8 0 
Brink and Satchler. Recent articles by Watanabe and by Lawson and Macfarlane' 

have shown how matrix elements of operators in different configurations can be 

related, thereby making transparent the origin of a number of formulae, that, 

by the conventional methods of Racah, emerge from a study of fractional 

·]?~Y.'t;Jrt'\<IJ,[)I':l• J,O 

Owing to the context of much of this work, it is not completely obvious 

how the method can be extended to atomic-shell theory, where the type of coup

ling prevailing often makes it desirable to keep properties of operators and 

eigenfunctions with respect to spin distinct from those with respect to orbit. 
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In -what follo-ws, the notation is chosen to be in line -with that of atomic spec- · 

troscopy, and all the examples are selected from this field. It is boped that 

this -will emphasize the relevance of tbe method to U~e theory of atomic spectra •. 

II. BASIC FORMULAE ' 

A. Annihilation and Creation Operators 

The fundamental idea of the second-quantization method is the trans-

ference to operators of properties that are ordinar:i.ly thought of as being 

characteristic of eigenfunctions. Suppose (a f3 ···v} denotes a normalized 

N-electron determinantal product state, in -which each Greek symbol is an abbre-

viation for the familiar quantum-number 

-r replaced by a sequence of operators aa , 

quartet (n£m
5
m£). Such a state is 

t af3 , ... acting on the vacuQ~ state 

·In other -words, -we make the identification 

t t . t 
a a · · · av· I 0) a f3 (af3 ••• v). (1) 

The adjoint signs are put on the operators a to conform to the traditional 

definition; the adjoint of the equivalence (1) is. 

a ···a a 
v f3 a * (a f3 • ··v} , (2) 

-where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. I~ the operators at and 

a are to correctly reproduce the properties of the determinantal functions 

(-which change sign if t-wo ro-ws or colu.~ns are interchanged), it is clear that 

they must separately anticon~ute: 

I ) 

... 

' 

v .. 
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0 
(3) 

a a +a a s 1) T) t 
0 

for all s and T). We must also require that our operators reproduce the 

orthonormality conditions of two determinantal. product states. Now, the integral. 

·X-
J(et f:3 ••• v} (~11••~ w) d-r (4) 

~ontains not only the leading term 

o (a, s ) o ( 13 , r1 ) • • • o ( vw) , 

but also terms of the type 

-o(a,TJ) o(f:3,s)··· o(y,w) 

coming from all possible permutations of the quantQ~ nQ~bers with respect to 

the electrons. To generate such terms, we insist that, in addition to Eq. (3), 

the operators 

and also that 

t 
a 

T) 
and satisfy the relations 

a a t + s T) 

0 

The term corresponding to (4) is 

( 5) 

(6) 
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By a continual use of Eq. (5), each operator acx' a
13 

••• can be transferred gradu

ally to the right, .until at last it operates on lo), with a nul resu1t. Each 

operation introduces a delta function, and the final su!n corresponds exactly to 

that required from the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions. 

Since aat lo) corresponds to {ex}, we call acxt a creation operator. 

The vacuu.rn state is recovered if we operate on ac/ I 0) with acx, o-vdng to 

Eqs. (5) and (6); consequently aa is called an annihilation operator. 

Equation (6) now appears as a statement that annihilation of an electron from 

the vacuu.rn gives a nul result. The operators aa and a13t are identical to 

and f D
. . ll 

o lrac. 

A nu.rnber of interesting properties follow from the anticommutation 

relations (3) and (5). By the process of transference of a~ to the right, 

we may show 

Na tat ... tlo) 
o: f3 av ' ' 

where the su.rn runs over all possible states ~. t The operator .:6 a~ a~ is there-

fore called the nu.rnber operator. We also note that 

"; 

so that any sequence of operators in which two identical operators occur side 

by side is automatically zero. 

... 
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B. Representation of Operators 

Two kinds of operators occur j_n atomic spectroscopy: single-}Jarticle 

operators of the type F = 2:.f .. and two-particle operators of the type 
l l' 

12 
G = 2:i> j gij. In the language of second quantization, the first :Ls expressed 

as 

( 7) 

and the second as 

G (8} 

The subscripts l and 2 in the equivalence (8) refer to two electrons, making 

it clear how the quantu1n nu.rnbers s, TJ, t;,, and A. are assigned., Alternative 

:prescriptions, in which It;, A.) and (s TJI are antis~rnetrized states, have been 

given by 1ane.
6 

It is straightforward to convince oneself that the new repre-

sentations for F and G reproduce the familiar expressions for their matrix 

elements. '13 For example, the well known result 

* j(a ~} F(a 13} d-r 

can be equally well obtained from 

by repeated use of the antico~rnutation relations to transfer annihilation 

operators to the right. 
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III. CONFIGURATION INTERACTION 

A. Core Polarization 

As a first example of the methods described in the previous section, 

we study the distortions of closed shells of . s electrons produced by an open 

shell of the type (n£)N. This effect is important in hyperfine-structure cal-

culations, since a small admixture of unpaired s electrons can produce a 

significant contribution to the hyperfine structure produced by the n£ 

electrons, p~rticularly when £ > 0. We proceed according to second-order per-

turbation theory, and fix our. attention on the ad.>nixture into a closed shell 

(n's) 2 of the excited configuration (n's)(n 11s). The contribution of this effect 

to the hyperfine energy of a state jx) of (n's) 2 (n£)N is given by 

( 9) 

where I Y) is a state of (n' s )(n 11 s) (n£)N, where .6E is the energy J?eq_uired to 

excite an n's electron into the n"s shell, ancl where Hh is the magnetic

hyperfine operator !2."1..• For the present case we need take only the Fermi 

contact term, for which 

where j3 . is the Bohr magneton, ·13 
N 

moment (in nuclear magnetons), and 

the nuclear magneton, ~N the nuclear 

I the nuclear spin. To evaluate (9) by 

conventional methods involves the calculation of two matrix elements, a pro-

cess that necessitates a detailed kndwledge of the states jx) and jY). The 

use of annihilation and creation operators provides a striking short-cut in 

this procedure. To clarify the method as far as poSsible,we use and 
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for annihilating and creating respectively an 

! ') -· 

n£ electron; 
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.l. 

b ' for 
~ 

an n 1 s electron; and and c t s for an 11 n s electron. The GreeJ\. suffixes 

are no-w contractions only for (m
8
m ;) . 

The first step is to use the equiv:alences (7) and (8) to convert the 

operators Q and 
2 

2:e /rij to their second-quantized form. Since Q ls required 

(n 1 s) (n"s) (n£)N 
2 N 

to connect a bra of to a ket of (n 1 s) (n£) , it must include one 

operator of the type t cs , and one of the ty})C b • 
11 

This limits i.ts form to the 

follo-wing: 

Q- (l6n t3f3NilN/3I) 2: est (n"ssJc{I),§_jn 1 sTJ)b
11

• 
s,TJ .. 

The situation for the Coulomb interaction j_s a little more complicated. At least 

one operator of the type ca must appear·' and also one of the type 
t b for f3 J 

other-wise -we could not connect jx) to jY). Since -we are studying the polariza

tion produced by the shell (n£)N, the remaining operators must evidently be one 

of the type a and one of the type 
cr 

a/, for this is the only point left to 

introduce the effect of the open shell. Ho-wever, it should be noted in passing 

that -we could equally -well make up the full complement of four operators that 

appears in the equivalence (8) by introducing d t 
'Y 

4£'+2 
hilates a state ~ of a closed shell (n '" £ 1

) 

and -where 

present_ in the atom. 

anni-

This 

possibility leads to a nul result---which simply tells us that closed shells do 

not produce core polarization. The other possible combination, b
. t and 
!. 

b J 

ll 

., can also be ignored. So -we may make the equivalence 
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(10) 

The second term, which can be dealt with by methods completely analogous to 

those that follow for the first term, leads to a nul result. We ~herefore drop 

it at this point. (It corresponds to an intermediate state of (ri's)(n"s)(n.e)N 

j:n ·which the two s electrons are coupled to 1s.) The SLun over the inter-

ll+ 
mediate states can be carried out by means of the familiar closure procedure: 

2:J Y) (YJ == 1. 
y . 

The question whether the kets JY) form a complete set or not is irrelevant, 

since missing components are not connected to Jx) by our operators, and hence 

contribute nothing. Now that the intermediate states are eliminated, the 

creation and annihilation operators of the Coulomb interaction and the hyperfine 

operator Q can be brought to.gether. Using identifications of the type 



,_ 
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(11) 

x R£(n£n 's,n 1'sn£) (16-rr l:lf3NIJ.N/3I.L'l"E) 

t t t 
x 1/Jn's(O)?j;n"s(O)(s.J~J-'1) a, bl:lacrccl~; bTJ' 

-where ?jJ (0) denotes the amplitude of tl1e eigenfunction y at the nucleus, 
y 

and R£ is a Slater integral (see Condon and Shortley1
). 

We are no-w in a position to manipulate the creation and annihilation 

operators -with the aid of the anticonmmta.tion relations. This is the crux of 

the method. Thus 

tb t c c 
o; I; TJ 

-c t c b + 5(o:, I; )b s o; TJ TJ 

No-w there'is no n"s electron in the configuration (n's) 2 (n£)N, and hence the 

operator co;' acting to the right, gives a zero result. It follo-ws that -we may 

make the replacement 

Similarly, 

= 

. t t t t 
a tbA a c c, b -7 a bA a b 5(o;, S.). 

' ~ 0' o; s TJ ' ~- 0' TJ 

t 
-a b b 

0' f3 TJ = 
t 

abbA - arl5(13,TJ)• 
0 TJ ~- u 
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. 2 . t 
Since the shell (n's) is full, the operator b!3·, acting to the right, also 

gives a zero result. Thus the final replacement is given by 

The right-:ohand side of the equivalence (11) becomes 

(12) 

-where 

·The operator (l2) is a single-particle operator acting within the n£ shell, 

and is, in fact, equi va.lent to 2[.§_. Using the relations 

~ 1 + 2~- l = l(g-1), 

-where g is the Lande g factor, we see that the contribution M to the hyper-

fine ·constant A of the effective Hamiltonian A.f::L for a given J level of 
N . 

(n£) can be represented by 
·~ ' 

M = 2(g-l)r, 

. . 15 
in agreement -with the result found by conventional methods. 
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B. The Rajnak-1/lybourne Analysj_s 

'I'he most significant feature of the preceding section is the fact that 

N 
it is never necessary to specify the state IX) of (n.£) . This advantage over 

conventional methods becomes especially valuable vlhen more complicated yxamples 

"d d I t t· 1 lG R . k of configuration interaction are con~n ere·. n a recen ar lC eJ aJna" 

and Wybourne study the various perturbations on the positions of the terms of 

a configuration (n.£)N. To illustrate the approach being developed here, -we 

choose as an example the perturbing effect of a configuration of the type 

(n.£)N-l(n'.£') on the terms of (n.£)N. The procedure of Rajnak and Wybourne is 

to calculate the general form for a matrix element of the Coulomb interaction 

bet-ween a term of (n.£)N and one of (n.£)N-l(n'.£') .. This is squared and divided 

by the excitation energy D.E. The resultant effect on tl1e terms of (n.£)N of all 

interactions of this kind is reproduced by an effective operator acting solely 

-within the configuration. Their most striking re~mlt is that this effective 

operator must contain a three-particle operator (-whose amplitude may vanish in 

exceptional circQ~stances) as -well as a t-wo-particle operator. Ho-wever, the 

necessity of defining states of both interacting configurations involves the 

introduction of many quantQ~ nQ~bers (as -well as fractional parentage coef-

ficients) that subsequently disappear -when the effective operator is constructed. 

Progress in eliminating the superfluous mathematics in this calcula

tion has been made by Stein. 17 Ho-wever, his operators ~(k), -which are def:Lned 

as being non-nul only -when connecting (n.£) to (n.' .£'), are equivalent to a 

coupled product of an annihilation and a creation operator; so the treatment to 

be presented here can be regarded as underlying Stein's approach •. 

We use as and ast for annihilating and creating respectively ann.£ 

electron, t and bs for ann'.£' electron, and ·r 
cs for an n".£" 

electron, etc. For the example in hand, an electron n".£" belongs to a closed 
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shell. As :in Sec.III-A,a Greek suffix stands for the cou-ple (msm;.."). To conn.ect 

N N-1 · 
a bra (XI of (n£) to a ket IZ) of (n£) (n'£'), the equ:Lvalence analogous to 

equivalence (10) is 

-where the su1n on the right-hand side runs over 1;, T), "A., and t;,. TermG that include 

operators of the type 
t t . 

aF c . c, bt can also connect (XI 
::> T) /'1.. .:> 

to I Z). Ho-w ever, if the 

zero-6rder eigenfunctions are determined by the Hartree-Fock method, terms such 

as these that involve passive ·closed shells are taken into account in the central 

potential. They -will therefore be considered no further. The operator connect-

ing the bra (Z I of (n.B)N-l(n' £') to a ket I X') of (n£)N is given by the equi-

valence 

The operator n · that should be set bet-ween (XI and I X') to give the 

second-order correction to (XI~ e
2
/r .. IX') is given by 

lJ 

n = 

When the sum over Z is carried out, the creation and annihilation. operators of 

equivalences (13) and (14) are brought together, producing t~e. sequence· 

t ' t t t 
ae a a,brb aA a a • 
~ TJ A s a ~. E ~ 
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By argQ~ents similar to those used in Sec. III-A, we immediately see that this can 

be replaced by 

that is, by 

tt ) () ttt () at:. a a a 5 (a, s 5 'A., B + at:. a aP. a a, a 5 a, s . 
s TJ. E 'j ' s Tj. f-', E ''- 'j 

(15) 

Without any detailed study of the coefficients of these terms, it is clear that 

the first part represents a two-particle operator acting solely within (n.e)N; 

and the second part obviously corresponds to a three-particle operator. To 

actually f:i.nd the coefficients, we use equations of the type 

(16) 

X 
k 

5(m t:.,m r) 5(m ,m ~) R (n£n£,n'£'n£), 
Ss Ss STJ St\. 

where x = 2£- m.et;-m.eTJ-q. The notation of Condon and Shortley1 and Edmonds18 

is used. A similar expression is taken for the second Coulombic matrix element 

in the product. The 3:-j symbols involving no other azimuthal quantum numbers 

but £ are left untouched; those that contain £' are manipulated by standard 

tensor-operator techniques· in order to 'transfer £' from the 3-j symbols to 

higher-order coupling c.oefficients. To describe our results, we '.Vri te 
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,----·--·--- ( k k I 

L. ____ -
q, q' 'q" ' q q' 

k" l (k) (k I) (k") 
u It 1' 

II J q q I -'q" 
q ' / 

-where the amplitude of the unit tensors is given by 

. Follo-wing Rajnak and .W:ybourne, 16 we also introduce the abbreviation 

( £11 c ( k) II f,). ( f, II c ( k) II f, I ) ( .e II c (k I ) II f,) (£II c ( k I ) II f, '·) 

' k k' 
X R (n£n£,n£n'£') R (n£n£,n£n'£')/6E. 

The final result can now be stated as follows. The effect of the configuration 

(n.e)N-l(n'£') on the terms of (n£)N can be exactly reproduced to second-order 

perturbation theory by the operator D, given by 

(17) 

-2::[ k"] P(kk';££U')(-l) 
k'l 

which acts solely within the states of (n£)N. The traditional contraction 
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[x] ::::::: (2x+l) is used. The sums run over k, }::_~, k", and all the Greek symbols. 

At first sight, this result does riot appear to agree with that of Rajnak and 

Wybo1rrne. Their expression is written as the sum of three parts, and the last 

two [called by them C(2) and C(3)] both include the delta function 5(£,£'), 

which is completely absent from Eq. (17) above. However, a close examination 

reveals that these delta-function ter!lls exactly cancel terms included in the 

first part [i.e., C(l)], and the residue turns out to be identical to n. Their 

statement of the result, which concludes Sec. III-D of their paper, is neverthe-

less incorrectly worded, and fails to account for terms of odd l~" in the 

second SQ~ of Eq. (17). 19 

C. Graphical Methods 

The examples of configuration interaction described in Sees. III-A and 

III-B are relatively straightforward. In higher orders of perturbation theory 

the situation becomes more complex, especially when excitations from closed shells 

are included. To get an overall view of a particular perturbation mechanism, 

it is often useful to draw out the corresponding Fe~~an graph. A prescription 

20 for doing this has been given by Goldstone. The two graphs corresponding to 

the equivalences (13) and (14) are sketched in Fig. 1. The direction of 

increasing time is upwards. The first graph represents an interaction between 

two particles that are scattered from states (n'~'s) and (n~A) to the states 

(n£~) and (n£~); the interaction itself is represented by a horizontal dotted 

line. The direction of the arrows on the lines is appropriate to particles; 

holes in closed shells would be represented by lines in the opposite direction. 

The delta functions that result when the two quartets of operators are brought 

together imply the identity of pairs of states. This is represented graphically 
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by the union of the correspondi~g; lines. The graphs for the two terms in the 

expression (15) are drawn out in Fig. 2. 'l'he fact that the first graph corres- ·• 

ponds to a two-particle operator'is now obvious: two lines enter at the bottom 

ofthe graph and emerge at the top. The second graph corresponds equally 

obviously to a three-particle operator. The nQmber and variety of the graphs 

increases when excitations from closed shells are considered. Safronova and 

TolmacheY have sketched all the 34 possibleFeyrman graphs that arise in second-

2] 
order perturbation theory for two electrons outside closed shells. - Not all 

·these graphs would appear in the reconstruction of the analysis of Rajnak and 

16 N 
Wybourne for the configuration (n£) • since the ·assQmption of Hartree-Fock 

eigenfunctions automatically eliminates the effect of passive closed shells. 

Apart from their use in representing in a succinct and striking way the 

interaction mechanism, the graphs contain sufficient information for a detailed 

quantitative analysis. In other vJOrds, we can find the coefficients of the 

operators in equations like Eq. (17) purely "from a study of the graphs. This 

is possible because the Feynman graphs are topologically identical to the angu-

. . 22 larmomentQm diagrams of Jucys, Levinsonas, and Vanagas. To see this in a 

simple case, we use the rules of these authors (Ref. 22, p.36) to draw out in 

Fig. 3 the diagram corresponding to 

(18) 

This expression occurs in Eq. (16), since for us k is even. It represents a 

term in the matrix element of the Coulomb interaction that corresponds to the 

' first graph of Fig. 1. Apart from an undirected dotted horizontal line in the 

Feynman graph, the two figures are·identical. Topological· equivalences of this 

kind have been recognized for some time by Sandars; 23 an explicit· statement of 

' . j 
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2~ 
the property has recently appeared in the literature. It follows that the 

technique for analyzing the angular-momentmn graphs can be directly applied to 

the Feynman graphs. 

As an example of the procedure, we verify the coefficient of the term 

(19) 

( ) 
22 

which occurs in Eq. 17 , by means of the rules of Jucys et al. First, the 

analogous graph to Fig. 3 is constructed for the second Coulombic matrix ele-

ment. The delta functions on the values anC. the sums over these quantities 

demand the union of these two e;raphs in ,lust the same way as for the Feynrnan 

graphs. Thus, we arrive at the graph of Fig. 1+. ·Now the 3-,j symbols contained 

in the expression (19), su.rn.med over the I•ro.:jccU.on q" of 1 
II 

\ ' and ·w:i.th a phase 

( -l)k"-q" factor . , correspond to the gra1!h of Fig. 5. In the J.anguage of Jucys 

et al., we contract the graph of Fig. l~ with the graph of Fig. 5 in order to 

find the coefficient. This involves chanc;ing the directions of the Jines in 

the diagram of Fig. 5, and then attaching the four free ends to the correspond-

ingJ.y labelJ.ed lines of the diagram of Fig. 4. The result is given in Fig. 6. 

This is i~~ediately identified (Ref. 22, p. 60) as the following product of 

6-j symbols: 

k' k' 

According to the rules, a factor [k"] must also be included; and the neglected 

terms of the Coulombic matrix elements go to form P(kk';££££'). A phase factor 

(-l)k" is required to balance the similar factor introduced in the construction 

of the graph of Fig. 5. In this way, the second term on the right-hand side of 

Eq. (17) is obtained from the graphs. 
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Questions of phas~ have not been considered in complete detail in this 

brief description. The ordering of the colu..rn.ns of the.3-j symbols is never

theless represented by the plus and minus signs against the vetices in Figs. 3, 

4, and 5; and the prescription of Jucys et al. ensures that no phase information 

is lost in the working. The reader is referred to their book for details. By 

representing the three-particle interaction as the junction of three dotted 

lines (labelled k, k', and k" in the angular-momentu..rn. diagram), the first term 

on the right of Eq. (17) can be similarly checked. 

.. 
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IV. TENSOR OPERATORS 

A. Definitions 

The applications of the theory described in Sec. III depend only on the 

most elementary properties of the creation and annihilation operators. A 

large field for further study opens up when the tensorial character of these 

operators is examined. A convenient way to find the tensorial properties of 

any operator is to study its co~~utation relations with respect to the com-

2 
ponents of an angular-momentum vector (see Racah ) • T\.10 such vectors are of 

use to us: the total spin angular momentQ~ ~ and the total orbital angular 

momentQ~ 1· Of course, we must use equivalence (7) to put these momentQ~ 

vectors into a convenient form. Letting the Greek symbols stand for the 

quartets of quantQ~ numbers, and, in particular, setting a= (n~msm~), we find 

== 

t a ,a 
TJ a 

t 
m a , 

s a 

(s (.s+l) - m (m ±1) )1/ 2a t 
s s . 1" ' 

·where P ; (n~m m ~±1) and -r ;: (nhs±l m,.e). Comparison with the standard form s . 

for the commutation relations satisfied by a double tensor25 reveal at once 

that for every n and ~, the [s][t] operators t a (-kmn<~,-s<m<s) a - .v- - s-

form the components of a double tensor of rank ~ with respect to orbit and 

s with respect to spin. (Of course, we know that s = 1/2, but it is convenient 

,. 

.. 
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to retain the symbol s so that the correspon.dence bet"Ween spin and orbit is 

alVJays kept in vie"W.) As has been seen in Sees. III-A and III-B, it is often 

convenient to delete n and £ from the Greek suffix a, changing from t a to 

bt "When any distinction is necessary. If "We do this, then "We may follo"W the 

usual convention of tensor algebra by using bold-face suffix-free symbols 

~t, etc., to stand for the double tensors. 

t 
a - ) 

The annihilation operators, as they stand, do .not form the components 

of a double tensor. Ho"Wever, if Vie define 

a 
0 

(20). 

"Where a ~ (ni-msm £), x = s+£-ms-m£' and s 
for every n and £,the [s][£) operators 

:= (n£-ms -m £), then it is found that 

:a: (-£< mn< £, -s< m < s) form 
a - u- - s-

the components of a double tensor of rank £ "With respect to orbit and s 

"With respect to spin. If "We decide to suppress n and £, then we may repre-

sent the double tensor "Whose components are a
0 

simply by !::..· 

B. Coupling Procedures 

t / 
Our basic tensors ~ and ~ can be coupled according to the familiar 

rules of the theory of angular momentltrn. Suppose "We set f = VITI· (Kk) in equi
q 

valence (7), where _!i(Kk) is a double tensor "Whose am:plitude is defined by 

The convention [x] : (2x+l) is maintained. Two 3-j symbols arise when the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem is used to evaluate (~If!~), and a phase factor ·is 

.f 
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a • a These SJF~ols and 

·their associated phase factors can be im.rnediately interpreted as coefficients · 
olo 

that couple components of ~· to components of ~' with the result that equi-

valence (7) now reads (for a given n£) 

The operator w 
7\q 

(Kk) 

vl 
7\q 

(Kk) ~ 

J.S defined by 

)l(Kk) 

( -l)2s+2£(at a) (Kk) 
~. ~ 7\q 

2:(w (Kk))., 
i ~ l 

(21) 

and is identical to the operator introduced in Ref. 25. Since 2s+2£ is always 

odd, and since the equivalence (21) is valid for all components 11 and q, we 

may write 

l[ (Kk) _ _ (;?} ~) (Kk)' (22) 

a remarkably simple result. By similar methods we may relate (at 2;.) (OO) to the 

number operator (see Sec. II-A), and hence show that the eigenvalues of (2;.t 2;.)(oo) 

are 

-1/2 - ;' 
-N [s] [.e]-1· 2: 

The anticommutation relations satisfied by:the annihilation and creation 

operators lead .to the result 
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C. Fractional Parentage Coefficients 

In this section -we restrict our attention to configurations of the type 

N (n£) , where n and £ are fixed. A state 
N-1 

of (n£) must be some 

linear combination of determinantal product states, say 

~A (a ~···v}. 
a~ .. ·v 

From the equivalence (1), we may evidently write 

j8) = ~A a t a t ·~·a t I 0). 
0:13· .. v a ~. v 

Operating on both sides with a 'f, we get 
(; 

- ~ A ( te¢3 • • • v}. ()$• "V s 

Remembering that a determinantal product state for N particles contains a 

normalizing factor (N!)-1/ 2 , we obtain 

((;CX/3. • •v} 

In this expression, the subscript i indicates that electron i is assigned 

the quantmn nU.'ll.bers (;; the prime denotes that the electrons are to be taken in 

the sequence 

1, 2, ••• , i:..l, i+l, ... , N. 

' 



i 

~J 

Hence 

and 

J ""' 
ti ,(! ! ,·'1 

'· rr::.. ji _,) ~I '1.-) 

w . ·~ I j 

' 
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a~ [8) - (N)-l/2 ~ (-l)i-lfe',~i), 

l 

t -(8[a [8) 
.. ~ 
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(24) 

where (8[ N 
is a bra of (n£) • Now. (8[S',s.) is a number and must be invari

l 

ant with respect to permutations of the electrons. On interchanging i and N, 

we find 

(8[ ~-(~[. 

and 

where the double prime implies the ordering 

l, 2, ••• , i-1, i·H, ..• , N-1, i. 

The phase factor (~l)N-i-l represents the parity of this sequence with res-

pect to the natural ordering. Thus 

(8[e',~.) 
l 

and every term in the su.rmnation of Eq. (24) is the same. Hence 

(8[ a t[e) 
~ 

= 
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The factor (ei8,£N) is not quite a coefficient of fractional parentage (cfp), 

since it still contains a dependence on the M quantum munbers. We vlrite 

8 = tl;M M ' s L' and 1/J:; n.£msm.£ and factor out the vector-coupling (VC) 

coefficients by means of the equation 

Precisely similar VC coefficients arise when the Wigner-Eckart theorem is 

applied to (8la£t 18) (see Edm6nds18 ): This operation introduces a phase 

2s+2.£ -
(-1) (which is replaced by -1) and a n~~erical factor. The cfp (~(I~) are 

fi:~J.ally found to satisfy the equation 

(25) 

If we take adjoints before using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we get 

(;;;;II all~) (26) 

where x = N+S-s-S+L-.£-L. Equation (25) corresponds.exactly with the result 

obtained by Lawson and Macfarlane9 for the configtrrationp jN when the replace-

ment [S] [L] -,) [J] is made. 

Similar methods enable two-particle cfp to be related to the reduced 

matrix elements of pairs of creation or annihilation operators. The analog 

.. of Eq. (25) is 

= 

' \ 

{N(N-1) [S] (L]/2 ) 1/2.(~( ~~' .£2 (Kk)) > (27) 
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-where ~ . (nn')N-2. ~ denotes a term of h The symbols K and k stand for the 

2 
t"otal spin and total orbital quantu.rn nmnbers for a term of (n£) . 

V .. EXAMPLES 

A. introduction 

We are no-w ready to apply the techniques of the Racah algebra to evaluate 

.... 
the matrix elements of any operator involving !};_1 and :::_, since their reduced 

matrix elements are kno-wn from Eqs. (25) and (26). For the purpose of illus-

trating the theory, -we limit ourselves to examples that can be obtained from the 

equation 

= (28) 

I ~ l 

iK" ./( K I I ' k" k k'\ ( 'k') ( " ") 
X L. ~ . 

\ < ((~!IT K ll~")(f'I!U K k II~'), 
~II S I ( 

I 

Is s" IL L" L'i 
I I 

-where ~: )'SL, ~': )''S'L', and ?j/' : )'
11S"L". The symbols )' represent addi-

tional quantQm numbers that may be necessary to define the terms unambiguously. 

Equation (28) is the extension to double tensors of Eq. (7.1.1) of Edmonds. 18 
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B. Single-Particle Operators 

T
(K'k') 

As a first and very simple application of Eq. (28): vie identify 

( 
, N 

with ~; and we suppose that the states <j; and ?j;' both belong to n£) . 

( 
· N-1 The states of <j;" must all belon8 to n£) , and we write ?/J:S:··· in place 

f ,,,r.r s" 
0 't' ' ' ••• to keep the notation in line with that of Sec. IV-C. The tl-10 

reduced matrix elementr;> in the· summation of Eq. (28) become cfp, and, with the 

aid of the equivalence (22), we find 

. X 

N ([ s] [ K] [ s I ] [ L] [ k] [ L ! ] } l/ 2 

:;: ("' ( I ij;)(iJI )¢" ) H) X ~3 K 

f ·· ·· iS S 
I. 

s l Le k 

> i . f -

S'! ,L L 

l 
£ ! 

\ 
i 

v! 
i 

where x = S+s+S+K+L+£+L+k. This is identical to the ~esult found by conven

tional methods.
26 

Special cases of this equation have been used by Koster and 

27 · ; (n) (ll) 
Nielson to evaluate matr~x elements of y (: li /3) and of all tensors 

Q(k) ( = {2/[k] }1/li_(Ok) for all configurations of the type pN, dN, and f'N. 

C. The Rajnak-WybC)urne Identity 

Making use of the antico~~utation relations, we may show that 

{~t ~)(Kk) .. ~}/K'k') =: (-l)k+K~s;)-k'-:-K'·{jit(Q..f Q,)(Kk)}(K'k') 

+ (-l)k+K([k][K]/[~][£J"l1/2o(k'£) o(K' ,s)Q..t· 



; ,_; ,j .., .-J .&.l 
' ! .l ~ r,.~ 

" 
··-

vi I 
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The operator on the left is set between the bra (<ttl of (n.E)N and the ket 

I ?i7, ) N-1 of (n.£) • This procedure is repeated for the operators on the right of 

the equation. We equate the results and pass to reduced matrix elements. Using 

the equivalence (22) and Eq. (28), we get, with some rearrangement, 

IL L" ' )s s" K ~ r---. --·1 k I 
(cpjjW(Kk)ll1fJ'') (cp"( 1;;7') ( -l)K+k+£ -)[~;') ~~;') ) I \ 

L: \ 
\ 

1·( ) s s' ( cp" i.e k' K' 
I I 
I ! I 

j_ i I \ 
1- I 

(cp( I~) (~jjW(Kk) II~') ( -l)K '+k' -s 
)S S' K t, )L L' k 1 y \ 

(29) L: 
\ K' 

I 
.. / 

( \ - s ll~' .£ L cp ! s 1 

+ 

where y = S'+L'+S+L+s. A special case of this equation was discovered empiri

cally by Rajnak; 28 a proof by conventional methods appears in the appendix of 

the article with Wybourne.
16 

Otrr parameters (K'k') correspond to the symbols 

(s£') of Rajnak and Wybourne. Since s is limited to the value 1/2, whereas 

K' can also take on the value 3/2, Eq. (29) is a slightly more general form 

for the identity. 

D. Decomposition of Two-Particle cfp 

Application of Eq. (28) to the left-hand side of Eq. (27) yields at once 

2 . 
( cp ( I~' ,e ( Kk) ) 

s 

"' s 

I ) .e 
~ \ 

I I 

lL ! i 

.£ 
! 

k I 

\ 
i "' L L I 
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~ ~ 

where x S+S+L+L. 1'his result expresses a two-particle cfp as a sum of 

products of single-particle cfp. The fact that for the su..rn K+k must be 

even has been used to simplify the phase factor. The conventional derivation 

of the equation would be to break off the Nth particle and then the (N-l)th, 

recoupling their angular momenta to (Kk). 1:he minus sign that precedes the 

2<'+2£ 
SQmmation sign would appear as (-1) o • 

E. Redmond 1 s Ex:plici t cfp Formula 

The power of our methods is -well exemplified by the case with which a 

2h 
recursion formula for cfp due to Redmond · is derived. We merely put the opera-

tors that appear in Eq. (23 )· bet·ween the c>tates ( v;l and 
N-1 

of (n£) , 

and evaluate their reduced matrix elements by means of Eq. (28). The result is 

I i,e .e ~ s K s k , 
N ~ (;;71 )</'I ) (</'I ( I;;; I ) ( -l) X [ s I ][ L I J ) 

- l </'I ls Sl s~ ):L Ll Ll j 
I 
I I 

= (N-1) ~ (;;71 )VJ)(~( IV7 1
) (~l)Y 

</' " " 

([sJ [LJ [s' J [i; J }1
/ 2 {; 

K s I \ .e k .e (30) 
\ I 

X } / 
~ - / \- ~-

s -I 'L L L' s I \ 

+ o(K, o) o(k,o) o(if, ~~) ( -1) z { [ s J [.e) (sJ (L"J 11/ 2 , 

where X = s-s-s I +L;.£-L I -
. ' y = s-s-s'+t-£-L'+K+k, and z - 2S.'+2L'. Eoth sides 

of Eq. (36) are now multiplied by 

[K][k](-l)S+L-S'-L'-x Js K s ~ }t k ~~~ 
1 s s S' I )1 L t 'J 

(31) 
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and sums over I< and k are carried out. Replacing 7/J by the more detailed 

description ~SL, we find that the left-hand side becomes 

Since 

2: (iJJ )~L) (~L{ i?t7' )N. 
~ 

2: N(~S'L'{J?t7')J~LM8~) 
~ 

(32) 

obviously represents a linear combinatj_on of states 'vi th unique val u.es of S, 

L, M
8

, and MI/ we can write it as 

where, for real coefficients, 

(33) 

· . The right-hand side of Eq. (30), multiplied by the expression (31), can be 

SQ~~ed over K and k without difficulty. The final result is 

N' (~J h'SL). 

Is-· s S'~ I L .e L'~ = o(~,~~) + (N-1) L: (v;'ll.;Jl (tIl~' l ( -ll t~ S• "' \_ 
"' ' ~ s s I I L' .e L 

This is equiVa.lent to Redmond's resultj it expresses 

a cfp for (n.t)N in terms of cfp for (n.t)N~l. To use it, a godparent ?/1 I ' 'r lS 

selected and the products N'(iJJ )~'SL) are determined for all possible 7/J· 
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As Redmond showed for several configuratj.ons of equivalent nucleons ,• a judi-

cious choice of godparent often forces )' 1 to assume the quality of a group-

theoretical description; and from thj.s starting point, orthogonal sets of cfp 

that have well-defined group-theoretical properties cart be generated by choos-

ing 'other suitable godparents. In Redmond 1 s method, the number N~ had to be 

determined from the condition. 

Our method gives Eq. (33) as an alternative, and it is readily yerified for 

Red.rnond 1 s examples that this equation is satisfied. 30 Not only has the use of 

annihilation. and creation operators allowed us to perform a more complete 

analysis, but the extensive products of VC coefficients that Redmond intra-

duces have been entirely circumvented. (At the same time, it should be men

tioned that a more direct derivation of Redmond 1 s result is given by Hassitt.31) 

2 
It can also be understood now why the cfp for the terms (210)(21) Hand 

f 3 · can be obtained directly by choosing the respective god-

parents and 3 2 32 F of f , a curiosity noticed ·several years ago. For, 

as may be irrLrnediately seen by examining the Kronecker products of the repre-

2 7. 

((210)(21) H(J~F) = o. 

It follows that for both H states, one of the two terms in the su.rn over ·-y 

in Eq. (32) is zero; hence the sequence of cfp generated is proportional to 

the term remaining. 
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VI. QUASI-SPIN 

A. Seniority 

The scope for further applications becomes greatly widened v1hen a 

creation operator and the corresponding annihilation operator are regarded as 

two aspects of a single entity. As a preliminary step to making this inter-

pretation, the following operators are introduced for a given (n£): 

Q+ 
l {[s][£] }1/2(~t ~t·) (oo), = 2 

Q l {[s] [£] }l/2(}1. ~) (00), (34) - 2 

Qz = -t { [ s ][ £] }1/2 { (~t ~) ( 00) ~ t) (00)} + }1. • 

By expanding the scalar products, we may show that the operators Q , Q , and 
+ -

Qz are identical to the operators q+' q_, and q
0 

introduced by Flowers and 

Szpikowski. 33 The anticom.'llutation relations can be used to derive the equations 

= 

::;: 

2Q ' z 

-Q_. 

These are identical in form to the co~'!lutation relations satisfied by the com-

ponents · S+' S~, and Sz of the total spin~· To stress the correspondence, 

. the operators Q+' Q , and Q are said to form the components of the ~uasi-
- z 

spin £. 

It has already been shown in Sec. IV-B that the eigenvalues of (at a)(oo) - .... 
N -l/2 . -l/2 . ( . are - (SJ . [£] j and from Eq. 23) we may deduce that the eigenvalues of 
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t~ ~t)(oo), are [s]l/2r_ n]l/2_N[·s_J-l/2[.·"-_l-l/2. J/2 tl ~-- . 1 » & Settings= . , ~c conclude 1at 

the eigenvall<es of Qz, ~hich ~e denote by MQ' are given by 

MQ _1(2£+1-N). 
2 

From Eq. (27) it can be seen that the operator Q connects states of ~ and 
+ 

"' I"' 2 ~ for which the cfp (~{ ~,£ (oo)) is non-vanishing. Such .cfp are precisely 

the ones that Racah introduced to connect states of the same seniority. 3 The 

seniority number v is defined as the number of electrons of the configuration 

(n n)N » in which a member of a string of connected states first makes its appear-

( n)V ( n)4£+2-v ance: a string begins ~ith a state of n» and ends with one of n» . 

These configurations define the extrema of MQ: and, denoting its maximum by 

Q, ~e see at once that 

Q 

.Thus quasi-spin is merely another ~ay of regarding seniority; and the specifi

cation (QMQfcarries the same information as (vN). 

B. Triple Tensors 

The great advantage of·the quasi-spin formalism over that of seniority 

is· that various states and. operators can be examined for their quasi-spin 

character by using the well-known rules for dealing with tensor operators. 

Following Lawson and Macfarlane,9 we find that the two operators t 
a;. and· 

·.J 
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a~ (for a given ~)behave under commutation with g .like the two components 

of a tensor of rank l/2. In particular, corresponds to the component 

+l/2, 
rv 

-l/2. for any choice of ~. We may m = and a£ to m = This is true 
q q 

say that the [ s ][ £] components of at - and the [ s J [£] components of fi together 

form the [ q][ s ][ £) components of the triple tensor 
(qs£) 

fl. , where q = l/2. The 

anticommutation relations [Eqs. (.3) and (5)] are now completely described by 

the equation 

(-l)x+lo(m ,-m')o(m ,-m').o(mn,-m~) 
q q S S k k 

(35) 

where ~ =. (m m mn), ~ = (m'm'm~), and x = s+£+m +m +mn• 
q S » q S k q. S k 

Since ~ is totally scalar with respect to S and L, properties.of 

operators with·respect to quasi-spin are quite independent of their ordinary 

tensorial properties. Hence we can eas:i.ly extend our coupling techniques to 

embrace the quasi-spin description. The simplest compound tensor to construct 

is the following: 

_A(KKk) 

Special cases can be readily found by uncoupling the two tensors fl.(qs£). Thus, 

we find 

= 

and 

= -2[£]-1/2»..' 

thereby demonstrating the close correspondence between spin and quasi-spin. We 

also find 
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For the hypothetical case of .£ = 1/2, the coefficient of 1 becomes the same 

as that of -~ or £·in the two previous equations. In the more general case, 

we find, from the equivalence (21), that 

(KKk) 
X 
orrq ·. 

For K +K +k even, 

-(-l)K[.£] 1/ 2o(K,O)o(k,O)B(TI,O)o(q,O). 

= 
l/2 

-[.£] o(K,O)o(K,O)o(k,O). 

(36) 

This result can be regarded as a statement of the anticommutation relations of 

Eq. (35) in tensorial form. 

C. Conjugation 

Let us postulate the existence of an operator C for which 

-where s :: (m m m n), q s ~ 
1] = 

(-l)y a (qs.£) 
T1 ) 

(-m m mn), andy= q-m • 
q s ~ ' q 

The part 

(37) 

-m of y is 
q 

crucial in preserving the·anticom.rnutation relations (35) under the transforma-

tion C; the part q is included to avoid imaginary coefficients and also 
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because it leads to analogous transformation equations for other OIJerators. 

For example, it ce.n be shown from Eq. (35) that 

(KKk) -l 
C X C 

pnq 
( -l)K-p /KKk) 

-pnq 
(38) 

The transformation of states under C can be found by considering the eigen-

values of Q
2 

and the effect of Q+ and Q . It is convenient to impose the 

unitary condition ct C = l so that normalization is preserved. We find 

where X= 

The effect of C 

c I8QM > Q 

Just as in Eq. 

on a state of 

(37) J 

nN . 
» lS 

(39) 

the phase is to some extent arbitrary. 

4£+2-N 
thus to produce a state of £ with 

the same set 8 ( =: <fJJY!SML) of quantum numbers. This is the operation of con-

34 jugationj it has been introduced from a slightly different standpoint by Bell. 

Our operator C corresponds to the reciprocal of Bell's operator, as can be 

seen by rewriting Eq. (37) in the form 

' -i c f};.t c = 

= 

a 

t -JA 

and comparing these equations to Eqs. (5) arid (6) of Bell. 

(40) 

Setting K = k = n = q = 0 and K ~ 1 .in Eq. (38), we at once obtain the 

results 

c Q c-1 = -Q. 
+ -

c Qz 
-1 

-Q c = z 

c 
' .... -1 

-Q Q_C . = + 



In other 'Words, for Cartesian components Q of g, 
u 

c Q c-1 -Q 
u u 

furthermore, 

c i 
-1 

-i. c = 

The first equation sho'Ws that the conjugation operator C 
. . . -1 

gous to the time-reversal operator T, for 'Which T L T = 
u 

UCRL 16098 

is completely arialo

-L and T s T-l= -s ; . . u u u 

and. the second equation sho'Ws that C, like T, is an antilinear operator (see 

Wigner35 or Messiah36). Thus 'We have the j.nteresting result that time-reversal 

is to spin 'What conjugation is to quasi-spin. For time-reversal, the analog of 

Eq. (39) is 

'Where 'W 

D. Reduced Matrix Elements 

Equation (39) can be regarded as establishing the correspondence bet'Ween 

particU..e states and hole states. With the aid of Eq. C~8), 'We may make precise 

the connection bet'Ween matrix elements. All 'We have to do is to insert the unit 

operators ct c and c-1c before and after the operator X(KKk) . in a typical 
07Tq . 

(real) matrix element. On transforming the. operator and also allo'Wing ct and 

C to act on the bra and the ket respectively, 'We obtain 

i 

l 
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(41) 

~here x = Q-MQ+K+Q 1 -MQ. For K+K+k odd (the only interesting case), ~e may use 

(Kk) 
Eq. (36) to convert the operator to the more familiar form W . The Wigner-nq 

Eckart theorem is no~ used to remove the dependence on M3, M1 , n, q, Ms' and Mi, 
and ~e arrive at the result 

(42). 

( -l) y ( £4£+2-Ncf!IIW (Kk) II £4£+2-Ncj;! ) + .'6 ( cj;) cj;! ) '6 (K' 0) '6 (k' 0) {[ s] [ L] [ s j [ ,e] } l/2' 

l 
where y = K+k~(v 1 -v)+l.. 

l . . 
Apart from the term 2(v 1 -v) in the phase angle, 

Eq. (42) agrees ~ith the 
2 

corresponding equation of Racah. The discrepancy is 

rather interesting, since a phase angle identical to y is used by Jucys and 

his collaborators.37 As they point out, the difference arises because Racah 

defined phases for states in the second half of a shell in terms of holes rather 

than of particles. 

A similar manipulation ~ith a; (qs£) instead of ~~k) leads in a 

t straightforward ~ay to an equation relating a reduced matrix element of ~ to 

one of~· Interpreting these reduced matrix elements as cfp through Eqs.(25) 

and (26), we i~~ediately obtain 

(43) 

= 
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. l 
1-1here z = S+S'-s+L+L'-£~(v+v'+l). Like Eq; (42), this equa.tion agrees with the 

. "8 
corresponding formula of Racah to within a phase.J 

E. The Wigner-Eckart Theorem 

The most striking success of the quasi-spin formalism is the case with 

which the dependence of matrix elements on N, the nu1nber of equivalent electrons 

in a shell, can be'determined. Instead of interpreting MQ simply as a quantQ~ 

number from which N can be found, we can regard it in the same way as we are , 

accustomed to regard M
8 

and M
1

. In complete analogy to the usual use of the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem, we see, for example, that the dependence on N of the. 

matrix element 

is contained in the product P given by 

p (-l)XIQ K 

-M 0 
. \ Q 

-where x = Q-:MQ. Two special cases of interest iiTL~ediately arise: (i) K=O, 

and K+k odd; (ii) K=l, with K+k even. In the fi;r-st case, p = o(Q,Q' )[Q(1 / 2 • 

From Eq. (36), we deduce that all matr~x elements of W(Kk) for K+k odd are dia-

gonal with respect to seniority and independent of N. The second case ad~its 

of two distinct possibilities: either Q'=Q or Q'=Q±l. Taking the first possi-

bility as an example, we see, for K+k even, that 

' ·\ 
' 

- ' ·~. ,, 
i /; 

.. 
':!-· 
··.'% 

I .~ 

'. 

' . 

i: 

... : 

.. 
•: 
r 

i ~ 
'.·: 
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(2£+1-N)/(2£+1-v). 

The second possibility can be treated in an analogous.fashion. These results 

were first obtained by Racah;3 derivations employing annihilation and creation 
8 . . 9 

operators have been given by Watanabe and by Lawson and Macfarlane. 

Two-particle operators can be handled with similar ease. We can 

couple the operators that appear in the equivalence (8), so that the form G 

takes (for a she·ll of equivalent electrons) is 

Now, ~t J1.) (Kk) and ~A) (Kk) are the components p = + l and -l respectively of 

.A(KKk). On making a detailed expansion, 'ltle find 

{ ~ At) (Kk) ~A) (Kk)} (00) 

= 6-l/2(A(lKk)A(lKk))~~~0) 

The second term in the SQ~ can be simplified by using the basic antico~~utation 

relations that the operators ( qs£) 
~ satisfy. The result is 
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r)lKk) (lKk)) (100) 
\.A ~ 000 

Since Q must be diagonal with respect to Q, we have the interesting result 
z . 

that matrix elements of scalar tv1o-particle operators that are off-diagonal 

with respect to seniority are proportional to an operator of rank 2 with res-

pect to· quasi-spin. They must thus show a dependence on 

Q1 \ 

l ' 
MQ I 

N contained in 

1 . 1 
where x = Q.-MQ.. Setting Q. = 2(2£+1-v) and Q1 = 2(2£+5-v), we find with the aid 

. 18 . 
of Ed.rnond 1 s tables for 3-j s;ymbols, for example, that. 

= 

-I· 

'~--~~~~~~~~~~~~!l/2 - J 

where ·<j; and 1jJ 1 
. refer to states with seniorities v and v-4 respectively. 

An equi vaJ ent relation is given by de-.Shali t and Talmi. 10 Their results for 

6v=O and 2 can be obtained by an analogous method. The most important example 
.. 

of G in atomic spectroscopy is the Coulomb' interaction. 

Since cfp can be regarded as the reduced matrLx elements of the tensor 
. ( qs .e) 
~ , the dependence on N of these quantities can be obtained by very similar 

methods. ·For example, if 1jJ and 1jJ refer to states with seniorities v and 

v+l respectively, 



'•· 

~ _j ' .., '} t~1 : ' 1-··;:.. ~ .... >! 

' '·. 
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( _gN:J:: { j£N -l?jZ} 

(£v+2.f!{l£v+l7f) 

'l 1 l \ (-(2£+1-v) -(2£-v) 
12 2 2 I 
I ' l I l 

( -l~(N-v)+i \ 1.(2£+1-N) 
l l I 
2 - 2(2£+2-N)/ {v+2 \2 

= ,2 N I 
jl l l . 

\ -(2£+1-v) ~(2£-v) 

( :(2£+1-v) 

2 I 

I l l --(2£-v) ; 

2 2 2 F 

= [(N-v)(v+2)/2N] 1/
2 , 

in exact agreement with Eq. (58c) of Racah. 3 Two-particle cfp can be treated 

,in an analogous fashion. 

F. The Half-Filled Shell 

When N=2f+l, we may readily show that C co~~utes with 

{ ~t fAt ) ( K k) ~ ~,) ( Kk) } ( 00) ' 

the operational part of the Coulomb interaction. Hence the eigenvalues of C 

2£+1 may be used as additional labels to distinguish the terms of (n£) • For the 

half-filled shell, M =0. Thus, from Eq. (39), the eigenvalues of C are +l 
Q 

. for states for which v: 2£+1 (mod 4) and -1 for states for which v := 2£-l (mod 

4). 

From Sec. VI-E, the matrix elements of ]:(Ki<k) are seen to depend on 
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Such a 3-j symbol is zero :for Q+K+Q 1 odd. Excluding the special case of the 

totally scalar operator (for which K=k=O), it can be seen from Eq. (36) that 

this condition is equivalent to the condition that ~(v+v') + K+k be odd. v!e thus 

obtain the familiar-result39 that for no change of seniority (v=v') all tensors 

for which K+l<: is even have nul matrix elements; and that for a simple change of 

seniority (v-v'=±2),. all tensors for which K+k is odd have nul matrix elements. 

The quasi-spin approach makes this remarkable result quite transparent. 

G. Complementarity 

The various components of the tensor !A (qs£) can be related by the 

conjugation operator C (which changes the sign of m ) 
q 

or by the time~reversal 

operator T (which changes the sign of m
8 

and m£). In view of the close para

llelism between spin and quasi-spin, a third connection between the components 

of .a.(qs£) irresistably suggests itself. This corresponds to the interchange 

ms ~ mq' and. is represented formally by an operator R f'or which 

a (q_s£) 
Tj } 

(44) 

where ~ = (m m mn) and TJ;::(m m mn). Unlike the corresponding equation -for c, qsk sq"' 

no phase factor is necessary to maintain the anticorrnnutation relations (35). 

The .implications of Eq. (44) are not difficult. to work out. Thus, vie 

-see im.rnedia tely that ,.. 

When studying the effect 6f R on kets, it is convenient to impose the unitary 

t (100) (010) 
condition. R R=l. An examination of the eigenvalues of ~ and A leads 



...... ; t.) ~ r~ 
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to the result 

(45) 

It is to be stressed that this transformation does not correspond to a mere 

reordering of the quantQ~ nQ~bers; the quasi-spin for the ket onthe right is S 

and the real spin is Q. For example, on setting 'Y: ~' Q=MQ=O, and S=M8=5/2, 

Eq. (45) becomes 

t 2 l 
(-l) jf D\,v=2, M8=o). (46) 

Since R ccr~~utes with 

orbital description 'Y· 

z(OOk), the phase angle t 

0 t . "th X(lOO) d pera lOn Wl 100 an 

is independent of the purely 

X~~;o) reveal·s· that t 

must also be independent of M8 and MQ. Hence t = t(S,Q). Further precision 

is impossible without a knowledge of the choice of phase made for the cfp. 

The recognition of correspondences of the kind represented by Eq. (46) 

4 
dates back to the work of Racah. He observed that to every 'Y there corres-

ponds two couples v and S which are related by the equations 

2£+ l. 

If we replace the seniority nwnbers by the corresponding g,uasj.-spih Cluant\J.m 

nu.~bers, these equations become simply s
2

=Q
1 

and s1=~· In other words, if 

·. (QS) is one couple corresponding to a given -y, then the other :i.s (SQ). This 

is precisely the kind of relationship represented in Eq. (45). 

Just as Eq. (41) comes about by using the conjugation operator c, 

the use of the operator R leads to the result 



()'QM SNi jx(KKk)jy'Q'M'S'M') 
Q s " P7T<l " Q s 

( 4 7) 

(-l)Y()'SM QM jX(KKk)b'S'WQ'M'). s Q npq s Q -

~here y = y(Q,S,Q',S'). We no~ set p=rr=O and use Eq. (36) to introduce the 

familiar tensors li(Kk). The swn K+K+k is taken to' be odd, and the scalar 

K=k=O is excluded. We use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to separate out the depen-

dence of the matrix elements of Eq. (47) on the magnetic quantQ~ ntL~bers of the 

real spin (M8 and MS on the left-hand side, MQ and MQ. on the right). The 

result is 

( Q K Q' ) 

(')'Q}1 sjjw(Kk) II'Y'Q'M 's') 
I 
\-M 0 MQ, Q ' Q (-l)z ' ' Q, 

()'SM8Qi1W(Kk) li'Y' S 'MsQ,') 
= 

(":s 
K s '. \ 

I 
·o Ms} 

~here We note that s; as ~ell as representing the real spin 

of one state, defines the quasi-spin of another; so that ~e may ~rite 

l( l Q= 2 2£+l-v1 ) for the first state, and S= _2(2£+l-v2 ) for the second .. This 

permits the result to be expressed in a more striking fashion: 

c 1(2£+1-v') \ - 2.£+1-v ) K 2 l ,2 l 

. l(2f+l·N) 

. 
l ) 0 -2(2.£+1-N) 

(-l)z 2. 
= .il ' 

1 ) 
f 2(2.£+l-v2 ) K -(2.£+1-v') 

' { l 

2 2 

-~(2.£+1-N') \2(2.£++-N') 0 



.. 

..• 

' ! -) t ..,; ~~~ .:;J ' ""/. c} ~ • .,! 

""' vi 
) 

' 

where K+K+k is odd, and the case when K=K=O is excluded. An equation of pre-

cisely this .form has been derived from a detailed examination of determinantal 

product states, i+O and subsequently used15 to evaluate the matr:Lx elements of 

(12) 6 . 27 (2) 
the hyperfine operator li · for Pui 5f from the existing tables of Q 

for f5. The derivation given here avoids a great deal of tedious algebra and 

makes the origin of the final result more understandable. 

VII. GROUPS 

A. Root Figures 

. Lie's fundamental condition that must be satisfied if a collection of 

operators are to form the infinitesimal operators of a continuous group is 

that the cormnutator of any two of the operators be equivalent to some linear 

combination of the operators of the set. The 8£+4 operators t 
a 
s 

and a 
T) 

for a shell of equi ve-lent electrons do not fulfill this requirement. Ho-v1ever, 

if we add to these the (4£+2)(8£+3) distinct non-zero commutators that can be 

formed from the basic annihilation and creation operators, then the augmented 

set is closed with respect to co~~utation among its members. The simplest way 

to prove this result is to adopt the triple-tensor formalism of Sec. VI-Band 

use Eq. (35) repeatedly to simplify the co~~utators. 

To find the group corresponding to the complete set of (4£+2)(8£+5) 

operators, we first select the 4£+2 operators that are gjven by 

where s = (msm£). The quantum nQ~bers n£ that define the shell are implicit 

in all Greek suffixes. The operators Hs conimute among themselves, and corres-



pond to the abstract operators 

pond to his Eex. The n:lations 

H. 
l 
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41 
of Weyl. The remaining operators corres-

define the covariant components ex. . l of the roots a which can be regarded ....,., . 

as vectors in the weight space spanned by the H .• 
.l 

For us, the weight space 

is (4£+2)~dimensional. We now take the operators of the set, and test the 

co~~utation with each of the 

creation operators, lve find 

For the others, 

= 

[He,[a t,a ]] 
" . 1l v 

in turn. For the simple annihilation and 

t t (o(~,Tj) + o(~,v) }[a ,a ], 
. 1l v 

{o(~,Tj)- o(~,v)}[a t,a] 
. 1l v 

{ -5 ( ~ , 11 ) - o ( ~ , v) }[a ·, a ] , 
-· 1l v 

(48) 

( 49) . 

For the weight space, the metric tensor gik is just .z::exex{J::k (see vley141 ). 

The components ex. can be i~~ediately read off from the five co~~utation rela
l 

tions given abovej the result is 

gik o(i,k)(l6£+6). 

... 



; : . l 
~) "' 

' . .1 "'~ ;,) ~ . .J ,:~ . Q~' . 
' ""' ; . 
4 ~ 

The inverse tensor 
ik 

g is therefore given by 

ik l 
g - 5(i,k)(l6£+6)- . 

The reason for introducing this quantity is to allow us to form scalar prodLlcts 

i and k implied) . The 4£+2 

roots corresponding to the creation operators a t 
T] 

can now be seen from Eq. 

( 48) to be mutually orthogonal in a,s much as for any two of them 0,"£ = 0. 

They thus form a system of ~-£+2 orthogonal vectors, -v1hich we write as e . 
..... l 

( i = l' 2) . . . ' 4 £+2 ) • If at 
T] 

corresponds to a certain vector ~k' then a 
T] 

corresponds to the vector ~1~, from Eq. (49). Similarly, the remaining corrmm

tation relations lead to the roots ±e ± e (i-/= k, all possible combinations. 
""'i """k 

of sig~). Now van der Waerden has shown that to every root figure there corres-

42 ponds only one Lie group. To find the group for our case, we have merely to 

4"" refer to van der Waerden's paper (or to the lecture notes of Racah ~) and see 

what group corresponds to the system ±e., ±e.±e • 
--l ""'l ..... k 

rotation group in 8£+5 dimensions.· 

It turns out that the group 

(I C t ! t t' 44 n ar an s no a lon, is R8£+5, the 

it is B4£+2 .) This, then, is the group for which we have been searching. 

B. Subgroups 

Suppose that the 8£+4 simple operators of the tJ~e ast and a~ are 

discarded from the complete set of operators for R8£+5. The remaining 

(8£+3)(4£+2) operators are co~~utators of the type [a t,a t], [a~t ,a], and 
T] v ., v. 

[a \a]. These also satisfy the basic condition that the co~~utator of.any 
T] v 

two of them, such as 
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can be expressed as a linear combination of the operators of tbe set. They . 

therefore_form the operators for a subgroup of R8 £+
5

. The operators H£ again 

play the role of Weyl 1 s operators H., and the roots are all of .the type 
l. 

±~~k (if k, all combinations of sign). As before, :we turn t o i.he :work of 

van der Waerden or Racah, and inm1ediately find that the subg:r:oup is R8£+4' the 

rotation group in 8£+4 dimensions. (In Cartan1 s notation, it is C4£+2 .) To 

indicate that R8 £+4 is· a subgroup of R8 £+5, :we :write R8£+5 :> R8£+4 · 
(qs£) · (qs£) .. · 

From Sec. VI-B, :we may readily sho:w that a a can be expressed 
£ ~ ' 
, . (KKk) 

as a linear combination of the components of the trlple tensors A . The 

inverted product a (qs£)a (qs£) can be similarly expressedj in fact .. the 
~ £ 

vector coupling coefficients can be made identical by a simple interchange of 

magnetic quantu.rn numbers. This introduces the phase ( -1) x, :where x == 2s+2q+2£ 

(qs£\ 
-K-K-k. The co~~utator [a£ J, a (qs.C)J, :which includes all the operators of 

~ . 

R
8

.C+4, can thus be expressed as a lj_near combination of the components of 

v(KKk) · t f h ..,_,. j but, o:wlng to the phase factor, only those en·sors occur 'or whic 

K+K+k is odd. Since they are ~inearly independent, :we may equally :well regard 

these tensors. as the operators for RB.e-J-4 . 'The <r·eason for making this change 

is that among the components X(KKk) are all the tensors that Racah used for his 
prrq 

celebrated analysis 4 of the configurations (n£)N, so that :we are no:w in a posi-

tion to consider subgroups of RB£+4 .that can be immediately identified :with 

Racah 1 s groups. Before beginning, it is'convenient"to -write down the co~~uta-

tor of tv1o· of our operators for reference purposes: 
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X 

X 
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. (50) 

This result can be obtained from a straightforward application of the anti-

co~~utation relations (35). In the first 6-j symbol, it is to be noted that 

q stands for the quasi-spin (and, like s, is equal to l/2); else-v1here q 

refers to the projection of k. 

As a preliminary step, we consider only those components 

which p= 0. On putting p=p 11 =0 in Eq. (50), we see that p"=O for the first 3-j 

symbol not to vanish. Hen~e these components form the operators for a sub-

group of RS£+4 • They do not shift the quasi-spin quantum nu.rnber MQ·' and hence 

act within a single configuration. 2 There are (4£+2) of them, and they can be 

regarded as the operators for u
4

£+2 . We may reproduce Racah's decomposition 

of this group by first selecting the three components X(OlO) and the (2£+1) 2 
07TO 

components X(KOk) 
OOq • These form the operators for SU2 X u2£+l; this direct 

product corresponds to the separation of the spin and orbital spaces. The 

components X~~~k). for which K=O are the operators for R2£+l' and the three 

operators of this collection for which k=l span a further subgroup, R
3

. The 

entire decomposition runs as follows: 



' 

r 
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u4M2 

(51) 

Alternatively, we may select from the components thos~ for which K=O. 

These form the operators for the symplectic group Sp4£+2 . On limiting K to 

l, we recover the operators for SU2 X R2 £+l" This alternative decomposition 

may be represented by replacing su2 x u2£+l by sp4£+2 in the sequence (51). 

The use of the tensors l(KKk) considerably widens the choice of decom-

position. In the first place, all the steps of the previous paragraph can be 

repeated with spin and quasi-spin interchanging roles. The nevi group-theore-

tical labelling of states that results from this· is not of any special interest, 

however, since we have already introduced in Sec. VI-G the operator R to· 

exploit this interchange. But we can carry out a different and essentially 

synL'netrical 

X(OlO) d 
OrrO ' an 

reduction of RS£+4 
X(OOk) ( h k 

OOq w ere 

by limiting the operators X(lOO) 
pOO ' 

is odd). This decomposition separates the q;uasi-

spin space, the spin space, and the orbital space at a single stroke. It is 

represented by 

Thus 'Y of Eq. (45) can be interpreted. as WdML' where W stands for an 

irreducible representation of R n • The symbol -r i.s an additional quantu.'ll . 2~+1 -

number that must be included when two or more identical. L values occur in the 

reduction of W. 
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C. Representations 

Since u
4

£+2 and its subgroups coincide with the groups used by Racah, 

our interest centers on the two new groups RS£+
5 

and RS£+4• The first contains 

as its operators all the creation operators for a shell. Since all the states 

of the configurations (n£)N (0 ~ N ~ 4£+2) can be reproduced by some combina

tion of creation operators acting on jo), it follows that this collection of 

states, comprising every state of the shell_, can be regarded as the basis for 

a representation of RS£+S" This representation corresponds to an ensemble of 

points in the ·Height space. To find the co-ordinates of the point correspond

ing to the determinantal product state {cx(3 • • • v}, we foll01-1 the usual procedure 
45 

and operate with each of the operators H s in turn. The eigenvalues give the 

required co-ordinates. We begin by writing 

The operator as is gradually worked through the sequence of creation operators 

so that it can act on jo) and give a nul result. If s is not contained in the 

set (o:$···v), this procedure can be im.mediately carried out. The eigen-v-alue of 

Hs in this case is simply -1/2. However, if s is contained in the set 

(O$···v), we can pass the product astas through the sequence of creation opera-

tors until it stands just to the im.mediate left of the operator a t s . The 

equation t ' t t a a~ :f:'ollOi·Hil o.t one~ f'rom the anticommutation relations. as se.s = ~ 

In this case the eigenvalue of Hs is 1- 1/2, that is, + 1/2. Thus every 

determinantal product state corresponds to a point (or weight) of the type 

(± 1/2, ± 1/2, ••• ,± 1/2). 
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4i+2 There are 2 weights of this kind, one for every state of the shell. The 

highest weight (1/2, 1/2, ... 1/2) serves to label the representation. In·the 

, h6 
language of Murnaghan, · "this representation is the simplest spin representa-

tion of RS£+
5

; that is, the representation has the smallest dimenqiona~ity of 

those whose vleights fall on the half-integral (rather than the integral) 

co-ordinates. The representation is therefore irreducible. 

Under the reduction RS£+
5 

-1RS£+4' the representation (l/2, 1/2, ..• ,1/2) 

decomposes into two irreducible representations (l/2, l/2, ... ,1/2,1/2) and 

(1/2, 1/2, •.• ,1/2,-1/2) of RS£-1-l+" The first comprises those weights 

(± l/2, ± l/2, ••• ,± 1/2) for which the nwp.ber 'Of positive signs is even; the 

second·for which the nQ~ber is odd. If the number of positive signs is even, 

the states corresponding to the weights must be generated from the vacU.Q~ by 

an even nQ~ber of creation. operators. In other words, the representation 

0 '2 4 (1/2, 1/2, ••• , l/2) comprises the states of (n£) , (n£) , (n£) , etc.; whereas 

. the representation (1/2, 1/2, ••• ,1/2,-l/2) comprises the states of (n£), (n..e)3. 

' There is no way of connecting the two systems, since the operators for RS.£+4 
either create a pair Of electrons, annihilate a pair, or leave the nQ~ber Of 

electrons invariant. 

'·· ·, . 
The results of this section and of Sec: VII-A are illustrated in Fig. 7 

-·;,-

for an s shell. The four possible states of.,.such a shell form the repre- . 
1 -~-

sentation (1/2,1/2) of R • 
. 5 

,; 

This decomposes in.~o the two representations 

(1/2, 1/2) and (l/2, -1/2) of H4• The former em~races the t1vo points (l/2, l/2) 
. 2 l . ,.. 0 l .· . . . 

(for Is s)) and (-1/2,-l/2) (for Is s));thelatterthepo:ints (l/2,-l/2).and 

(-:l/2,1/2) (for js,m = ±l/2)) .• 
' s . 

It is clear why the representation of RS.£+
5 

spanned by the states of a shell must be as compact as it is, since the condi.:.. 

· tion 0 implies that two steps in the same direction in the weight 

space cannot lead to another poin~ of the representation. The fact that 

•. 
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electrons are fermions therefore plays a ·crucial role in determining the repre-

s~ntation in question. 

D. Concluding Remarks 

It is hoped that the preceding sections have given some idea of the 

power of methods involving annihilation and creation operators. Not only are 

they useful in deriving algeoraic relations oetween matrix elements, fractional 

parentage coefficients, and various coupling coefficients, out they are 

particularly valuaole in perturoation-theory studies. The extension of the 

techniques of Section, II· to third and higher order of perturoation 

theory is straightforward, and the qualitative effect of a particular mechanism 

on the ground configuration can oe i~~ediately grasped oy constructing the 

appropriate Feynman diagram. The applications that have oeen discussed in 

detail have oeen for configurations of equivalent electrons of the type (n£)N~ 

Mixed configurations would provide an extensive field for further developments. 

I wish to thank Drs. N. K. Glendenning, R. Lawson, K. Rajnak, and 

B. G. viyoourne for helpful and stimulating conversations. A special word of 

appreciation is due to Dr. P. G. H. Sandars for particularly valuaole and 

pertinent co~~ents. This work was done under the auspices of the U. s. Atomic 

Energy Co~~ission. 
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Graphs corresponding to the two terms of expression (15) in the 

Angular-momentu!n diagram corresponding to expressi9n (18) in the 

text. The signs against the vertices carry phase information. 

Fig. 4. Angular-moriJ.entu.rn diagram for the product of two pairs of 3-j symbols. 

Fig. 5. Angular-momentum diagram corresponding to expression (19) in the 

text. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

The result of contracting the diagram of Fig. 4 with that of Fig. 5. 

The represent~tion (l/2,1/2) of R
5 

superposed on the root figure. 

The roots co~nect the weights of the representation; the subscripts a 

and f3 are contractions for m = 1/2 and m = -1/2 respectively. For example, 
s s 

the operator aat acting on 
0 1 . . 

/s S) connects the point (-1/2,-1/2) to 

(1/2,-1/2)' 

f . ~1-

corresponding to the ket /s,m = 1/2). 
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